
Upgrade with 
versatile style
Whether you are looking to beautify or add a sense of security and well-

being to your outdoor space, the highly configurable Philips Hadco LED 

refractive post tops paired with the latest LumiLock light engine GX4 will 

definitely help you achieve your goals. A multitude of exterior luminaire 

styles allow you to create promenades and areas exuding timeless, 

historical charm both day and night. The configurable LED light engine 

GX4 is an ideal alternative to HID sources, providing you with significant 

energy savings, and more choices for light levels, optics and controls. 

· Luminaires are available with a variety of cages, 

finials, roofs, pods and colors to customize the 

project along with various poles and brackets.

· Provides a quick and simple retrofit solution 

for existing Philips Hadco RL and CL Series 

luminaires while maintaining excellent light levels.

· Field capabilities to change distribution from 

type 3 and type 5 optics to adapt when needed. 

· Variety of drive current and optic choices to 

provide the right amount of light where you 

need it. 

· Variety of LED color choices in warm and neutral 

CCTs.

· Variety of dimming and control choices to 

maximize energy savings and help you prepare 

for the future. 

· Includes Service Tag, Philips innovative way  

to provide assistance throughout the life of  

the product.   

For more details visit: philips.com/servicetag

Versatility 
from the  
inside out

Urban

Refractive post tops

with LumiLock LED engine 
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RL34/RL54  
LED refractive post top
Lumen range: 3,024 - 12,454
Wattage range: 39 - 104
Efficacy range: 70 - 132

Wide body styles

RL32/RL52
LED refractive post top
Lumen range: 3,560 - 12,399
Wattage range: 39 - 104
Efficacy range: 82 - 132

Narrow body styles

CL32/CL52 
LED refractive post top
Lumen range: 3,560 - 12,399
Wattage range: 39 - 104
Efficacy range: 82 - 132

Contemporary narrow body styles

RL34BBBNRL34ABNN RL34BCEA RL34ADEB

RL52AA(custom) RL52BDGC

CL52PKLN CL52RJLACL52PDNN CL52PJKNCL52MKLN

RL52ABNN RL52BAEA RL52GBBN

RL34LGIN

RL52BABA

CL52MHLA

RL34BABA

Simple retrofit and  
upgrade installation

Upgrading a Philips Hadco luminaire from a traditional 

lamp source to today’s LED energy saving technology 

doesn’t have to mean a replacement of an entire 

luminaire. Philips Hadco’s LumiLock provides a quick 

retrofit solution. Just twist out the existing LumiLock 

two part assembly and replace it with the LumiLock LED 

GX4 system. That’s it!

Asymmetric or symmetric? With 
LumiLock LED, you have both.

It may happen that the site environment changed 

or even your needs evolved, thanks to the ultimate 

versatility system that allows the LumiLock LED light 

engine GX4 to quickly be converted in the field from 

symmetric to asymmetric distribution or vice-versa  

to adapt when needed.

Versatility in light -  
Short optics/Wide optics

The new Lumilock LED light engine in the RL and CL 

Series now includes even more selection beyond the 

typical type 3 or type 5 distributions.  A new option 

includes the ability to choose between a Short or 

Wide optic distribution. Choose the Short optic if the 

requirement is to place more light under the pole 

and maximize uniformity, or use the Wide optic to 

maximize pole spacings.  From simple dimming to state of the 
art connected lighting solutions 

Further versatility can be achieved by incorporating our 

standalone and connected outdoor LED lighting solutions. 

From dimming that saves energy, to real-time alerts that 

enable quicker and more effective maintenance response, 

Philips Hadco LED refractive post tops with connected 

lighting solutions provide even greater savings and 

adaptability to your project requirements.

Because these post tops are renowned to offer the timeless 

historical aesthetic for that hometown and traditional feel 

for urban spaces, we now provide the option to order a 5 

or 7 pin receptacle inside the luminaire so there is no need 

for external hardware or components detracting from the 

decorative aesthetic of the luminaire. 

Short optics Wide optics


